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Abstract—Modern day field programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) have very huge and versatile logic resources resulting in
the migration of their application domain from prototype
designing to low and medium volume production designing.
Unfortunately most of the work pertaining to FPGA
implementations does not focus on the technology dependent
optimizations that can implement a desired functionality with
reduced cost. In this paper we consider the mapping of simple
ripple carry fixed-point adders (RCA) on look-up table (LUT)
based FPGAs. The objective is to transform the given RCA
Boolean network into an optimized circuit netlist that can
implement the desired functionality with minimum cost. We
particularly focus on 6-input LUTs that are inherent in all the
modern day FPGAs. Technology dependent optimizations are
carried out to utilize this FPGA primitive efficiently and the
result is compared against various adder designs. The
implementation targets the XC5VLX30-3FF324 device from
Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA family. The cost of the circuit is expressed
in terms of the resources utilized, critical path delay and the
amount of on-chip power dissipated. Our implementation results
show a reduction in resources usage by at least 50%; increase in
speed by at least 10% and reduction in dynamic power
dissipation by at least 30%. All this is achieved without any
technology independent (architectural) modification.
Index Terms— FPGA, LUT, FPGA primitives, Technology
mapping, Boolean Network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

F

IELD programmable gate arrays provide an alternative
approach to application specific integrated circuits (ASIC)
implementation [1] with features like large-scale integration,
design verification post production, lower non-recurring
engineering (NRE) costs, reconfigurable design approach etc.
[2, 3]. FPGAs also offer an attractive platform for
development of novel systems for rapid system prototyping
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and low to medium volume productions [1, 4, 5, 6]. Most of
the modern day FPGA devices contain programmable logic
blocks that have look-up table (LUT) as the basic
programmable logic element [7, 8]. A k-input LUT is a digital
memory that can implement any Boolean function of k
variables. The k inputs in an LUT address 2k storage elements
that store the truth table of the Boolean function. LUT based
FPGAs account for a significant part of the commercial FPGA
market [9, 10].
Since their genesis in 1985 [10], FPGAs have evolved
enormously with state-of-art devices having in-built full
custom processing elements like multipliers, DSP blocks, fast
carry chains, high speed clocking, I/O resources etc. [11, 12,
13]. These blocks are highly optimized in terms of speed or
area thereby facilitating efficient realization of complex
functions [14, 15]. One of the major changes in the FPGA
architecture has been the introduction of 6-input LUT as a
logic element [11, 16]. With this FPGA primitive, the logic
implementation would lead to higher logic densities resulting
in a minimal-depth circuit and hence higher speed - a trend
towards which the current FPGAs are oriented [17, 18, 19].
Perhaps the biggest issue with 6-input LUTs is their underutilization while implementing a particular logic function,
since many logic functions do not require six inputs [10]. This
leads to low logic density and thus slower structures. Although
many FPGA vendors have designed these elements with dual
output capabilities [17, 18], their usage in implementing a
Boolean function still remains far from the optimum.
Another issue is regarding the technology mapping of
Boolean networks representing a combinational function.
Logic synthesis in FPGAs has a well-defined flow that starts
with design entry and proceeds through phases like synthesis,
translation, mapping and place and route (PAR). Technology
mapping is one of the most important phases in the FPGA
computer aided design (CAD) flow that is directly concerned
with selecting the circuit elements that will implement a given
Boolean network [1, 7]. For LUT based FPGAs the target
circuit element is the k-input LUT. Technology mapping is
always cost driven. The goal is to produce a minimum-cost
circuit that implements a desired Boolean function [1, 7, 8].
The cost of the circuit is typically a measure of its area, speed,
power or a combination of these and accordingly there are
algorithms that drive the technology mapping process towards
area optimization [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24], delay optimization
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[25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30], power optimization [31, 32, 33, 34,
35, 36], or area and delay optimization [37, 38, 39, 40, 41].
Modern day commercially available tools from leading
vendors like Xilinx and Altera have fully automated
technology mapping. The technology mappers in these tools
take the native generic circuit (NGC) file from synthesis and
create a native circuit description (NCD) file as per the desired
cost function. The NCD file contains the physical description
of design in terms of the components in the target device. Thus
the mapping process is fully automated and the designer has no
control over the selection of circuit elements that will
implement the given function.
In this paper, we aim at tackling these two issues. The
contributions of this paper are:
i) We re-design the initial Boolean network for RCA based
adders for area, speed, and power optimality. Achieving
area and power optimality for Boolean networks with
inputs greater than four is NP-hard [31, 42, 43 ], however,
since the basic cell in RCA based fixed point adders is
very simple our approach simultaneously addresses the
area, speed and power issues and a complete utilization of
6-input LUTs is assured. We do not particularly use any
of the algorithms listed previously but our approach uses a
combination of techniques like node decomposition,
exploiting re-convergent nodes, logic replication etc.
ii) Since design entry is the only manual phase in the FPGA
design flow, we try to control the mapping of the Boolean
networks at the design entry step only. This involves
modifying the coding style and writing VHDL codes for
optimized Boolean networks based on direct instantiations
of the targeted circuit elements. This is in contrast to the
conventional coding styles that are typically behavioral
and rely completely on the synthesizer to map the Boolean
network by inferring the logic.
We have compared our implementation results against
various adder designs listed in [44]. Our implementation
results show a reduction in resources usage by at least 50%;
increase in speed by at least 10% and reduction in dynamic
power dissipation by at least 30%. We have also compared our
implementation against the Xilinx IP adder v 11.0 and a
subsequent improvement in performance is observed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses some basic terminology used in this paper. Section
III discusses the basic technology mapping of the Boolean
network corresponding to the RCA cell on LUTs. In section
IV we redesign the initial Boolean network to ensure proper
utilization of the 6-input LUT. Synthesis and implementation
is carried out in section V. Conclusions are drawn in section
VI. References are listed at the end.
II. DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
A Boolean network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with
nodes corresponding to logic gates, primary inputs and
primary outputs and directed edges corresponding to wires
connecting the gates. Since the Boolean networks considered
in this paper are simple full-adder circuits, we will use actual
gates for nodes. Further the term network will be used to refer
to a Boolean network representing a combinational function
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and the term circuit will be used to refer to a Boolean network
representing a circuit net-list i.e. a network of connected
LUTs.
A node in a network may be driven by zero or more
predecessor nodes known as fan-in nodes and may drive zero
or more successor nodes known as fan-out nodes. The primary
inputs (PIs) of the network are nodes without any fan-in.
Similarly primary outputs (POs) are nodes without any fan-out.
A network is said to be k-bounded if the number of fan-ins of
each node does not exceed k.
The level of a node is the length of the longest path from any
PI to the node. The node itself is counted in the path length. In
this paper we have considered buffered inputs and outputs so
that PIs and POs also contribute to the network depth which is
defined as the largest level of a node in the network. The delay
and area of a mapped circuit is measured by the depth and
number of LUTs respectively.
A cone of a node v, Cv, is a sub-graph consisting of the node v
and some of its non-PI predecessors, such that any node in this
cone has a path to the node v that lies entirely in Cv. Node v is
referred to as the root of the cone.
III. MAPPING THE BASIC RCA CELL
Addition is one of the basic operations in digital signal
processing (DSP) systems. It is used as a primitive operation in
various arithmetic circuits like multipliers, multiply-adders etc.
In order to maximize the performance of the adder circuit
various technology independent (architectural) approaches
have been used. However, this work focuses on carrying out
the technology dependent optimization of the conventional
ripple carry adder on LUT based FPGAs.
Technology mapping using LUTs is a two step process. In
the first step, the entire network is partitioned into suitable
sub-networks. The individual nodes within each sub-network
are then covered with suitable cones. The logic implemented
by each cone is then mapped onto a separate LUT and an
optimal LUT net-list is obtained. In the second step, the netlist for the entire network is constructed by assembling the
individual net-lists. The overall goal is to have a circuit
implementation that uses minimum possible LUTs and has
minimum possible depth.
The basic cell in an RCA network is a full adder. Fig. 1
shows the Boolean network for a full adder circuit. The
network is partitioned into two sub-networks corresponding to
sum (S) and carry (C), by dividing it at fan-out nodes. Each
sub-network is separately mapped into a circuit of LUTs by
covering the individual nodes with suitable cones. A straight
forward approach would be to cover each node within a subnetwork with a separate cone. The sub-network is then
traversed in post-order depth-first fashion and each cone is
assigned to a separate LUT as shown in Fig. 2(a). The number
at the lower-right corner of each LUT indicates the level of the
LUT assuming each LUT has a delay of one unit. The overall
depth of the circuit at PO nodes S and C is four (including the
buffers at PIs and POs). The total number of LUTs needed is
six. The number of LUTs may be reduced by decomposing the
3-input OR gate in the carry sub-network. The decomposed
node is included in two separate cones and the sub-network is
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again traversed in post-order depth-first fashion to have a
circuit implementation of Fig. 2(b). The number of LUTs is
now reduced to three. However, an optimal implementation
may be obtained by exploiting the reconvergent PI nodes in
the carry circuit. Reconvergent nodes share the same inputs
and can be exploited to reduce the number of PIs to a subnetwork. This is shown in Fig. 2(c) where the reconvergent
paths are included within the LUTs and the circuit is
implemented with a single LUT for each sum and carry subnetwork. The number of LUTs utilized is two and the overall
depth including the buffers at PIs and POs is three. An n-bit
adder implemented using the optimized circuit of Fig. 2(c) will
have an overall depth of n+2 and will require 2n LUTs.
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Fig. 2. Mapping of the RCA cell. a) Direct Mapping. b) Mapping using node decomposition c) Mapping exploiting reconvergent nodes.

The following instantiations were used in the design entry
phase to map the circuit in Fig. 2(c).
begin
-- Optimal mapping for sum output
L_1 : LUT3_L generic map (INIT => X"96")
port map (S, c, b, a);
-- Optimal mapping for carry output
L_2 : LUT3_L generic map (INIT => X"E8")
port map (C, c, b, a);
end Behavioral;

IV. OPTIMAL MAPPING FOR 6-INPUT LUT
The circuit in Fig. 2(c) may be an optimal circuit for a 3input LUT but when the target element is a 6-input LUT, it
leads to severe under-utilization of the resources resulting in a
low-density circuit. Since most of the modern day FPGAs have
6-input LUTs as their basic logic element, it is compelling to
devise a method that utilizes this circuit element efficiently.
We counter this issue by considering two RCA cells
simultaneously and restructuring the initial Boolean network
so that the circuit obtained after transformation utilizes the
targeted 6-LUT efficiently. Fig. 3(a) shows the Boolean
network that corresponds to two full adder cells. The network

may be partitioned into three separate sub-networks
corresponding to two sum bits S(0) and S(1) and a carry bit
C(1). The reconvergent nodes in the carry sub-network are
exploited to reduce the number of inputs and a circuit
implementation similar to Fig. 2(c) is obtained. This is shown
in Fig. 3(b). However, an optimal 6-input LUT implementation
may be achieved by replicating the logic at fan-out node Z as
shown in Fig. 4(a). The replicated nodes are shown by shaded
portions. Node replication ensures that the sub-networks S(1)
and C(1) have the same inputs. The covering process covers
the individual networks with suitable cones and each cone is
mapped onto a separate LUT. Sub-networks S(1) and C(1)
share the same inputs and are implemented using a single 6LUT with dual outputs. The overall circuit is shown in Fig.
4(b). The depth of the circuit is three and the number of LUTs
utilized is two. An n-bit adder implemented using this circuit
will have an overall depth of (n/2)+2 and will utilize only n
LUTs. Thus the implementation based on Fig. 4(b) is
theoretically 50% more efficient than the one based on
Fig. 2(c). Fig. 5 shows an 8-bit adder unit constructed using
the optimized circuit of Fig. 4(b).
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The following instantiations were used in the design entry
phase to map the circuit in Fig. 4(b).
begin
-- Optimal mapping for S(0) output
L_1: LUT3_L generic map (INIT => X"96")
port map (S(0), c(0), b(0), a(0));
-- Optimal mapping for S(1) and C(1) output
L_2: LUT6_2 generic map ( INIT => X"E81717E8FFE8E800")
port map (C(1), S(1), c(0), b(0), a(0), b(1), a(1), '1' );
end Behavioral;

V. SYNTHESIS AND IMPLEMENTATION
A. Methodology
The implementation in this work targets the XC5VLX303FF324 device from Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA family. The
implementation is carried out for an input word-length varying
from 8 to 64 bits. The parameters considered are area, timing
and dynamic power dissipation. Area is considered in terms of
the number of occupied slices. Timing analysis may be static
or dynamic. Static timing analysis gives information about the
delay associated with the critical path and the maximum
frequency at which the design may be operated. Dynamic
timing analysis verifies the functionality of the design by

applying test vectors and checking for correct output vectors.
Dynamic timing analysis is done post implementation and
PAR. The quality of dynamic timing analysis depends on the
number of test vectors used. An important result from dynamic
timing analysis is the switching activity information (toggle
rates, signal rates etc.). This information is captured in the
value charge dump (VCD) file and helps in determining
accurate power measurements. Dynamic power dissipation is
related to the charging and discharging of various node
capacitances along different switching elements. To ensure a
fair comparison, similar test benches have been used for all the
implemented designs i.e. the input statistics remain same in
each case. The initial design entry is done using VHDL
through direct instantiation of the primitives rather than
writing inferential codes and letting the synthesizer decide how
to infer the logic. This ensures a fairly controlled mapping.
The constraints relating to synthesis and implementation are
duly provided and a complete timing closure is ensured in each
case. The design synthesis and implementation is carried out in
Xilinx ISE 12.1 [45] and the simulator database is then
analyzed for speed and area metrics. Power metrics are
obtained from Xpower analyzer.
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input word-length of 16 bits. It is observed that technology
mapping using LUTs results in a subsequent reduction of the
on-chip resources being utilized. The most area efficient
structure is obtained using 6-input LUT because of its ability
to implement sum and carry sub-networks in a single LUT.
Further analysis is carried out for different adders for varying
word-lengths. The results are plotted as a function of wordlength and appear in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Resource utilization for different adder structures.

Technology mapping using LUTs also reduces the depth of the
implemented circuit resulting in shorter critical paths. Table II
provides a comparison of the critical path delay for various
adders for an input word-length of 16 bits.
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TABLE II
CRITICAL PATH DELAY FOR DIFFERENT ADDERS ON XC5VLX30 FOR 16 BIT
INPUT WORD-LENGTH
Adder Design

Critical path delay (ns)

Carry chain adder (CCA) [44]

Carry skip adder (CKA) [44]

7

Carry look ahead adder (CLA) [44]

16

Sign magnitude adder (SMA) [44]

15

Xilinx IP adder v.11.0

4

3-input LUT based adder (LUT_3)

7

6-input LUT based adder (LUT_6)

3

Table I gives the comparison of resource utilization for
various adder designs. The comparison is carried out for an
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TABLE I
RESOURCE UTILIZATION FOR DIFFERENT ADDERS ON XC5VLX30 FOR 16 BIT
INPUT WORD-LENGTH
Adder Design
No. of occupied slices
Carry chain adder (CCA) [44]
9

12.16

9.234
9.118

B. Experimental results
We have compared our implementation results against the
various fixed point adder designs in [44] and the Xilinx IP
adder v 11.0.
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Fig. 5. 8-bit adder structure based on technology optimized binary adder cell.
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Fig. 7. Critical path delay variation for different adders.

Fig. 7 gives the variation in critical path delay for different
adders as word-length is varied from 8 to 64 bits. We have
also compared the maximum clock frequency for the 6-LUT

Finally dynamic power dissipation for different structures is
considered. The dynamic power dissipation is a function of the
input voltage (V2), the clock frequency (fclk), the switching
activity (α), the total capacitance seen by a particular node
(CL) and the number of elements used (σ). The capacitance CL,
which needs to be driven at each toggling node, varies with the
type, fan-out, and capacitance of the logic and routing
resources used in the design. The use of LUTs ensures that the
high activity switching nodes remain hidden. This reduces the
charging and discharging of the capacitances associated with
these nodes, resulting in reduced dynamic power dissipation.
In addition, there is also a reduction in the number of elements
(σ) being utilized which reduces the power dissipated in the
logic. The analysis is done for a constant supply voltage and at
maximum operating frequency for each structure. To ensure a
reasonable comparison the test vectors provided during post
route simulations are selected to represent the worst case
scenario for data coming into the adders. Same test bench is
used for all the synthesized structures. The design node
activity captured in the VCD file along with the power
constraint file (PCF) is used for power analysis in the Xpower
analyzer tool. Table IV shows the comparison of dynamic
power dissipation for various adders for an operand length of
16 bits.
Further analysis is carried out by plotting the total dynamic
power dissipation as a function of input word-length for
different adders. The result is shown in Fig. 8.
TABLE IV
DYNAMIC POWER DISSIPATION FOR DIFFERENT ADDERS ON XC5VLX30 FOR
16 BIT INPUT WORD-LENGTH
Adder Design

Dynamic
dissipation (Watt)

Carry chain adder (CCA) [44]

0.03608

Carry select adder (CSA) [44]

0.03604

Carry skip adder (CKA) [44]

0.03604

Carry look ahead adder (CLA) [44]

0.03625

Sign magnitude adder (SMA) [44]

0.03631
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6-input LUT based adder (LUT_6)
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0.0701
0.0702
0.0701
0.0682
0.0707

0.01907
0.01907
0.01907
0.01904
0.01284
0.0132
0.01
0.0086

TABLE III
MAX CLOCK FREQUENCY FOR IP BASED AND TECH. MAPPED DESIGNS
Max. Clock frequency (MHz)
Word length
Xilinx IP v 11.0
LUT_6
8
355.493
498.008
16
266.028
378.5011
32
211.372
287.7934
64
145.65
210.32

DYNAM IC P OWER
DYNAMIC POWER DISSIPATED (MW)

based adder and the Xilinx IP adder v 11.0. The results are
shown for different word lengths in Table III.
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0.1391
0.13932
0.1393
0.1353
0.1403
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Fig. 8. Variation in Dynamic power dissipation with word-length.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper implemented RCA based fixed-point adders by
considering their mapping on LUT based FPGAs. The paper in
particular targeted the 6-input LUT that is an inherent basic
logic element in most of the modern day FPGAs. The
optimization techniques used in this paper are purely
technology dependent. Further hardware implementations
presented in this paper were based on the primitive
instantiations rather than the conventional inferential
approaches. This ensured a controlled mapping of the
optimized Boolean networks. The analysis and the
experimental results presented in this paper clearly indicate
that a considerable improvement in performance is achievable
by technology dependent optimizations. No such analysis has
been reported so far. By using a coding strategy based on
instantiations the on-chip FPGA components can be used in a
manner that fully utilizes their potential. This paper
deliberately ruled out any technology independent
(architectural) modification that may be carried out at the top
level of the design. The idea was to present a clear cut analysis
that will provide an insight about the performance speed-up
that may be achieved by utilizing the huge primitive support
provided by FPGA families through technology dependent
optimizations. The future discourse will focus on achieving
performance speed up in larger circuits like multipliers,
multiply-accumulators etc. Also a combination of technology
independent and technology dependent optimizations can lead
to enormous improvement in performance and will encourage
hardware intensive processing using FPGAs as a platform.
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